
GATEWAY TO THE PACIFIC  

1. Port to the World 
Name 3 factors that boosted immigration to Vancouver in the 

early 1900s. 

2. Shutting down Chinatown 

How did the Canadian government try to stop        

immigration from China during this period? 

 

  

3. The Dream is Tested 

What does the Komagata Maru incident in 1914 have in com-

mon with the anti-Asian riots in 1907? 

  

You Say You Want a Revolution  

1. An era of protest 
In the 60s & 70s many groups in Vancouver who had not previ-

ously had rights, sought to have their voices heard. Name 3 of 

these groups identified on protest signs. 

2. Resistance in Strathcona 
 The Strathcona renewal project and freeway threatened 

Vancouver’s oldest neighbourhood and heritage buildings.  

What did citizens do to stop the freeway through Strathcona? 

3. Greenpeace 
The environmental organization Greenpeace started in Van-

couver in 1969. How did it start?   

 

4. Turning on the Mother Nature 
In the 60s and 70s city dwellers found new ways to love      

Vancouver’s natural space. Name 1 piece of park land the 

city acquired at that time.  

5. Hippie movement 
Hippies were an important part of the cultural scene in 

Vancouver in the 60s and 70s. Go into the hippie living 

room.  Find and list 3 ideals that hippies stood for. 

The Early Years Gallery   

1. Early industries 
What were the primary sources of employment in Pioneer    

Vancouver? 

 
2. The Canadian Pacific Railway 
What was the impact of the railway in Vancouver and in Canada? 

 

           c̓esnaʔəm: the city before the city  
 

1. Uplands/Forests 
In what ways did the Musqueam utilize cedar trees? 

 
2. Land resrouces and self governance 
Give 3 examples of Musqueam responses regarding land resources and self- 

governance. 



1950s 

1. Downtown 1950s 
 Although there were many new leisure activities in the 1950s, 

Vancouver was still a working town. What provided the back-

bone for the city work force during the 1950s? 

2. New Country’s Challenges 
Changes to immigration laws meant many more immigrants 

were landing in Vancouver.  What new regulation allowed 

the Italian community to double its population? 

 

  

3. New Decade, Fresh Start 
Vancouverites world was greatly changed after WWII. Some people 

saw improvements and some new problems.  What year did         

Chinese, Japanese and East Indian peoples receive the right to vote 

provincially?   

4. Behind the Wheel 
In the 50s, Vancouver was booming. Name 2 reasons why 

traffic jams were a new problem? 

5. Domestic Bliss 
 After WWII many families made a fresh start. Give 2            

examples of how family life improved. 

Boom, Bust and War  

1. Bloody Sunday Sitdowns Turn Ugly 
In 1929 the stock market crashed and sent the economy into a 

depression. As a result, many unemployed men came to Van-

couver looking for work. Why did 1000 of those men occupy the 

Hotel Georgia, the Post Office and the Art Gallery for up to 6 

weeks in May 1938? 

 

2. Fit to Fight but Not to Vote 
Japanese people had lived in Vancouver since 1877, yet 

they were denied many things other Canadians were al-

lowed.  Name 2 things Japanese Canadians were restricted 

from doing in the 30s. 

 

      

3. Women Help the War Effort 
With most men gone to fight overseas during WWII, women had to 

take on many responsibilities of the war effort.  Name 2 things 

women did to help the war effort. 
 

 

4. Building Projects Get the Go Ahead 
To alleviate some of the unemployment problems of the Depres-

sion, the government created public projects and paid men to 

construct them.  Name 2 of these public works projects conducted 

in the 1930s. 

5. Enemy Alliens 
a- Following the bombing of Pearl Harbour on December 7th, 

1941, what happened to Japanese-Canadian citizens?  

 
 

b- When did the Canadian government formally apologize 

to the Japanese-Canadian community? 


